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IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE
HARVEY WEINSTEIN,
Plaintiff,
v.
THE WEINSTEIN COMPANY
HOLDINGS LLC,
Defendant.
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DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION TO EXPEDITE

Defendant The Weinstein Company Holdings LLC (“TWC” or “Company”)
respectfully submits this Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion to Expedite (“Motion”).

1.
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Plaintiff Harvey Weinstein is a former employee of TWC, who was

D

terminated from the Company on October 8, following reports of sexual
harassment and assault by scores of women spanning several decades. With new
reports against Weinstein mounting almost daily, the allegations are now being
investigated by the Company, various police departments and the State of New
York. Victims have filed lawsuits against the Company and/or Weinstein. In
addition, Weinstein has sued the Company in a confidential arbitration challenging
his termination.

2.

Shortly after he was fired, Weinstein informally requested access to

internal Company documents—namely his emails and personnel file—so that he
could respond to the allegations and investigate his claims for alleged wrongful
termination.

TWC refused Weinstein’s request, but agreed to produce, on a

voluntary basis, the Company’s Code of Conduct as well as corporate documents
setting forth Weinstein’s rights and obligations as a TWC shareholder.
Unsatisfied, Weinstein served a books and records demand (“Demand”) seeking
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the very same documents (internal Company emails and his personnel file) under
the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act (“LLC Act”) and the Third Amended
and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement (“LLC Agreement”). As
before, Weinstein attempted to justify the Demand with an array of personal

ea

reasons, none of which constituted a proper purpose for a books and records

D

demand under Delaware law. When TWC stated again that it would not provide
these documents, Weinstein brought a Verified Complaint against the Company
(“Complaint”). That same day, Weinstein commenced a JAMS arbitration against
TWC alleging wrongful termination.
3.

Weinstein does not assert that he needs these documents based on any

purpose related to his interest as a member of the LLC, nor does he seek the types
of documents (minutes and other Company records) regularly the subject of a
books and records demand. Rather, the Complaint avers that Weinstein needs

2

these internal TWC documents to “assist” the Company in responding to
investigations and lawsuits arising from Weinstein’s own wrongdoing. Weinstein
makes this claim even though no one has sought his “assistance”, and even though
none of these actions was pending when Weinstein first requested the documents.
4.

The Complaint already calls for a summary proceeding, and the

Company is prepared to litigate this matter on the typical schedule for such
proceedings. But Weinstein wants more. He claims that the Company’s need for
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his “assistance” is so dire that his Complaint should be resolved at lightning speed,
with full briefing and argument—but no discovery or trial—by November 10, a
mere 15 days from filing his Complaint. (Mot. ¶ 13.) But Weinstein has not
shown a proper basis for expediting this already summary proceeding, and

ea

certainly has not justified the unreasonably compressed schedule he proposes.

D

Weinstein does not assert a colorable claim justifying the Demand (infra Argument
Section I), or even feign to allege irreparable harm in support of expedition (infra
Argument Section II). At the very least, TWC should be afforded the opportunity
to build a factual record demonstrating that (i) Weinstein’s Demand is motivated
by an improper, personal purpose; and (ii) it is not in the Company’s best interests
for Weinstein to have immediate access to the documents sought (infra Argument
Section III).
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5.

Instead, like an
ny other litigant whho wants C
Company documentss for

n purposess, Weinsteiin should obtain thee documennts throughh the
personaal litigation
regular discovery
y process. He shou
uld not bee allowed to rush thhis Court into
blessing
g an end-rrun around
d the disco
overy rulees governinng the arbbitration off his
wrongfu
ul terminattion claimss. That is particularlly true wheere Weinsttein’s goals are
directly
y adverse to the Co
ompany an
nd where the Comppany is coomplying with
multiplee ongoing investigattions. Weeinstein’s M
Motion shhould be ddenied, andd the
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Court sh
hould set this
t matterr for trial, following
f
discovery,, in three too four monnths,
subject to the Cou
urt’s availaability.

STATEME
S
ENT OF F
FACTS

Weinstein
W
Is Termin
nated Follo
owing Egrregious Miisconduct..
6.
6

In eaarly Octob
ber 2017, The New York Timees and Thhe New Yoorker
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I.

publisheed articles chroniclin
ng allegatio
ons of sexuual harassm
ment, assauult and rappe by

D

Weinsteein. Sincee then, app
proximatelly 60 wom
men have come forw
ward to acccuse
Weinsteein of forciible sexuall miscondu
uct.
7.

On October
O
8, 2017, TWC’s
T
Board of Reepresentatiives (“Boaard”)

terminaated Weinsstein’s emp
ployment. The Boarrd formallyy ratified iits decisionn on
Octoberr 17, and Weinstein
W
f
the B
Board. Foollowing hhis terminaation,
resigned from
Weinsteein requessted that TWC
T
volu
untarily prrovide him
m access tto his inteernal
Compan
ny emails and perso
onnel file so
s that he could deffend himself againstt the
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allegatio
ons, as well
w
as analyze
a
po
otential cllaims agaainst the Company for
terminaating him. TWC decllined Wein
nstein’s reqquest.
II.

Weinstein
W
Demands Company
y Documen
nts.
8.

On October
O
18
8, 2017, Weinstein
W
ssent the Deemand to TWC, seeeking

his internal Comp
pany emaills, his perssonnel filee, and the TWC Codde of Condduct.
(Mot. Ex.
E A.) Co
onsistent with
w his prrior requesst, Weinsteein said hee needed tthese
documeents (i) to aid
a his ow
wn “defensee of civil aand criminnal allegatioons arisingg out

e

of and//or in conn
nection with his em
mploymentt with TW
WC”; and (ii) to suppport

at 1.)
9.
9
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potentiaal “claims arising outt of the wrrongful term
mination oof his emplloyment”. (Id.

TWC
C responded to Weinsstein’s Dem
mand on O
October 20,, 2017. Duue to

ea

the pureely person
nal nature of
o the requ
uests, the Company declined tto providee any
documeents underr the Dem
mand, and set forthh the basees for its refusal uunder

D

Delawaare law. (Mot.
(
Ex. B.) Thee Companyy agreed, however, to volunttarily
providee Weinstein
n with the TWC Cod
de of Condduct and ccorporate ddocuments that
set forth
h Weinstein’s rights as
a a TWC shareholdeer.
10.

O
23
3, 2017, Weinstein
W
On October
sent a second letteer that didd not

dispute the Company’s co
onclusions.

Instead,, Weinsteiin sought to justifyy the

Demand
d with new
w, previoussly unasserrted bases. (Mot. Ex. C.) Whille TWC was in
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the process of responding to that second (equally improper) request, Weinstein
filed the Complaint and instant Motion to Expedite (the “Action”).
11.

Weinstein now claims that he needs Company documents primarily

“to assist the Company” in its defense of a recently commenced investigation by
the New York State Attorney General, as well as a lawsuit brought by an actress
against the Company alleging that Weinstein abused her. (Compl. ¶¶ 5, 15, 20.)
But Weinstein’s third attempt to obtain his Company emails and personnel file is
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once again improper.

ARGUMENT

12.

In order to prevail on a motion to expedite, “a plaintiff must

demonstrate a colorable claim and threatened imminent irreparable harm, such that

ea

the threat of harm justifies the costs to the litigants and the court of an expedited
proceeding.” Lechliter v. Del. Dep’t of Nat. Res. & Envtl. Control, 2013 WL

D

5718888, at *2 (Del. Ch. Oct. 22, 2013). “Only when unique circumstances are
present . . . will [the Court] entertain a request to ‘expedite’ a proceeding that is
already summary in nature.” Brown v. Rite Aid Corp., 2004 WL 723153, at *1
(Del. Ch. Mar. 29, 2004).
13.

None of the requirements for an expedited hearing is present here.

First, Weinstein has failed to articulate a colorable claim to inspect the requested
documents. (Infra Section I.) Second, Weinstein has failed to show a threatened,
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imminent, irreparrable harm
m. (Infra Section
S
II.) Third, Weinsteinn has faileed to
show th
hat uniquee circumstances justtify his exxtraordinarrily condennsed scheddule.
(Infra Section
S
III.))
I.

Weinstein
W
Has Not Asserted
A
A Colorablle Claim T
To Inspectt His
Company
C
Emails
E
and Personn
nel File Un
nder Delaw
ware Law
w.
14.

To asssert a valiid claim to
o inspect ddocuments under Secction 18-3005(a)

L
Act, a memberr of an LL
LC must (ii) state “aa proper puurpose” thhat is
of the LLC

e

reasonaably related
d to the member’s
m
interest ass a membber of the LLC, andd (ii)
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establish
h “that thee requested
d documen
nts are ‘esssential andd sufficientt’ to that sttated
purposee”. E.g., Apogee
A
Invvs., Inc. v. Summit
S
Eqquities LLC
C, 2017 W
WL 4269013, at
*2 (Dell. Ch. Sept. 22, 2017)).1 Board minutes
m
annd resolutions are “pprime exam
mples

ea

of docu
uments to which
w
a sh
hareholder in a [bookks and reccords] actioon is entitlled”.
Khanna
a v. Covad Commc’nss Grp., Incc., 2004 W
WL 1872744, at *9 (Deel. Ch. Jann. 23,

D

2004). Emails, however,
h
are rarely
y producedd as part oof a bookks and reccords
request,, unless there is cleaar evidencee that those emails aare necessaary to a prroper
purposee.

E.g., id. at *8 (holding
(
that
t
it wouuld be “eexcessive” to order “the

producttion of alll commu
unications, includingg e-mails,, among directors and

1

The
T
LLC Agreemen
nt likewisse requiress Plaintifff to asserrt a “purrpose
reasonaably related
d to [his] interest ass a Membeer” of TW
WC. (LLC
C Agreemeent §
3.05.)
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officers”). Here, Weinstein’s Motion must fail because the underlying Complaint
is far from colorable; it is defective.2
A.

Weinstein Has Failed To State A Proper Purpose or To Show That the
Documents Are Essential to That Purpose.

15.

Under Delaware law, personal purposes are not “proper” purposes.

E.g., Pogue v. Hybrid Energy, Inc., 2016 WL 4154253, at *3 n.16 (Del. Ch. Aug.
5, 2016) (holding that plaintiff’s purposes of (i) investigating claims for breach of

e

contract and (ii) determining the validity of a corporate act were improper because
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“both relate[d] to an individual interest”); Dalmar Mgmt., Inc. v. Oilspace, Inc.,
C.A. No. 12780-VCS, at 10:21-22 (Del. Ch. Aug. 16, 2017) (TRANSCRIPT)
(holding that plaintiff’s purpose of seeking documents “to vindicate only

ea

[plaintiff’s] individual interests or rights” was not proper). By contrast, purposes
that are proper under Delaware law may include: (i) “determin[ing] the value of [a

D

member’s] stock interest”; (ii) determining a company’s “condition and affairs so
that [a member] can vote and otherwise exercise his rights in an informed manner”;
and (iii) “determin[ing] the reason for the nonpayment of dividends”. Berkowitz v.
Legal Sea Foods, Inc., 1997 WL 153815, at *1 (Del. Ch. Mar. 24, 1997) (holding
that such stated purposes may be proper, but nevertheless denying plaintiff’s

2

There is also a procedural question as to whether Weinstein’s claim to inspect
the Company’s documents must be arbitrated pursuant to the LLC Agreement’s
broad arbitration provision. (See LLC Agreement § 12.07.)
8

demand because “[p]laintiff’s primary (if not sole) purpose, [was] to gather
evidence to prosecute [another action], which only further[ed] his personal
interests, as distinguished from his interests as a [] stockholder”). After three tries,
a personal purpose is all Weinstein can offer.
16.

Weinstein claims that he needs imminent access to the requested

documents “to assist the Company in its investigation and in defense of the NY
AG investigation and claims asserted against [the Company]” as a result of
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Weinstein’s misconduct. (Mot. ¶ 9.) Weinstein has not cited a single case—nor is
the Company aware of any—holding that this is a “proper purpose” under
Delaware law. Such a purpose has nothing to do with Weinstein’s interest as a
member of the LLC, but instead relates solely to his individual interest in the

ea

investigations into his misconduct. (E.g., Compl. ¶ 16 (“Mr. Weinstein is in a

D

unique position to offer insight, and further explain and contextualize his
emails.”)).3

3

Weinstein claims that his “brother, Robert Weinstein . . . recently asserted
that his emails would exonerate him from claims similar to those being asserted
against [Harvey Weinstein]. [Weinstein] simply requests that he has the same
information available to him to assist the Company as does his brother”. (Mot.
¶ 9.) To be clear, not a single woman has accused Robert Weinstein of sexual
assault or rape—let alone of decades of predatory sexual behavior. Weinstein’s
suggestion that “similar” allegations have been levied against both men is simply
false and reveals the true, personal motivation behind the Demand.
9

17.

Furthermore, even if this purpose were proper—and it is not—

Weinstein has failed to show that the requested documents are “essential” to that
purpose. Sanders v. Ohmite Holding, LLC, 17 A.3d 1186, 1194 (Del. Ch. 2011)
(“[T]he burden of proof is always on the party seeking inspection to establish that
each category of the books and records requested is essential and sufficient to [the
stockholder’s] stated purpose.”). Weinstein claims the documents will “prevent
the Company from entering into unjustified settlements” or from offering the

articulates).
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Company for sale for less than full value (a “purpose” he never otherwise
(Mot. ¶¶ 10-11.)

But the Company has already launched an

independent investigation through a Special Committee of the Board with its own
separate, independent counsel; is already responding appropriately to the claims

ea

against it; and is cooperating fully with all investigations into Weinstein’s

4

D

misconduct. Respectfully, TWC does not need Weinstein’s “assistance”.4

In the Complaint, Weinstein also avers that he needs the documents to
investigate certain press reports that “could have come only from his personnel
file, and then pursue potential claims against the Company and its Representatives
or officers for mismanagement by leaking confidential Company information”.
(Compl. ¶ 20.) Not surprisingly, Weinstein does not rely on this purpose in his
Motion, as it is plainly improper. See Bizzari v. Suburban Waste Servs., Inc., 2016
WL 4540292, at *5 (Del. Ch. Aug. 30, 2016) (“a stockholder’s purpose must not
be adverse to the company, unrelated to a legitimate interest of the stockholder, or
intended to harass the corporation”); see also Haque v. Tesla Motors, Inc., 2017
WL 448594, at *4 (Del. Ch. Feb. 2, 2017) (“[M]erely offering a suspicion of
wrongdoing is not enough to justify a Section 220 demand.”).
10

II.

Weinstein
W
Has Failed
d To Show
w Imminen
nt Irreparrable Harm
m.
18.

nstein’s motion to expedite
e
allso fails thhe secondd prong off the
Wein

own “threattened imm
minent irrepparable haarm”.
Delawaare test beccause he has not sho
See Son
net v. Plum
m Creek Tiimber Co.,, 1998 WL
L 749445, at*2 (Del. Ch. Sept. 23,
1998) (Plaintiff
(
must
m
establlish that, absent
a
exppedition, itt will suffeer “immeddiate,
discerniible harm for which
h there is no adequuate remeddy at law””.). Expeddited
proceed
dings shoulld not be granted
g
if “the injuryy to Plainttiff is mereely speculaative

e

or if thee injury can
n be fully compensat
c
ted after a full trial onn the merits, either bby an

19.
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award of
o damagess or by any
y other form
m of final eequitable rrelief”. Id.
Nowh
here doess Weinsteein assert that he will sufffer imminnent,

ummary proceeding
p
g is not eexpedited.
irreparaable harm if this su

The cloosest

ea

Weinsteein comes is stating that,
t
from “the
“ progreess of evennts since M
Mr. Weinsteein’s
purporteed termin
nation, succh as thee Companny’s investigation, the NY AG

D

investig
gation, and
d the lawsuit filed on
o Octoberr 25, 20177, it is plaain that evvents
arising out of thesse issues are
a proceed
ding apace. The soonner this isssue is resollved,
M Weinsttein can begin to asssist the C
Company inn its defennse.”
the sooner that Mr.
t
the Co
ompany dooes not neeed Weinsteein’s assisttance
(Mot. ¶ 13.) Puttiing aside that
ussed abov
ve, none off these mattters is procceeding at a pace thaat would juustify
as discu
the 15-d
day schedu
ule Weinsteein proposes.
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s Proposeed Schedulle Is Unreasonable, Even if an
Weinstein’
W
n Expediteed
Schedule
S
Were
W
Apprropriate.

III.

20.
2

Even
n if the Co
ourt were inclined tto expeditee, there iss no reasoon to

complette this pro
oceeding in
n 15 days—
—without any discovvery or triial. Weinstein
insists that
t
the matter
m
“can
n and shou
uld be ressolved on a paper rrecord witthout
discoveery or a triaal”. (Mot.. ¶ 12.) While
W
the C
Company bbelieves thee Complaiint is
facially deficient, it is entitled to dev
velop a reccord beforee this Couurt rules onn the

e

mple, TWC
C seeks disscovery off the motivve behind tthe Demannd in
merits. For exam
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order to
t demonstrate that Weinsteein’s purppose is ppersonal aand, therefore,
impropeer.5 See Highland
H
Select
S
Equ
uity Fund L.P. v. M
Motient Coorp., 2007 WL
907650, at *1 (D
Del. Ch. Mar.
M 14, 20
007), aff’d,, 922 A.2dd 415 (Deel. 2007). The

ea

Compan
ny will alsso take disscovery sh
howing thaat complian
ance with tthe Demannd is
not in the
t best in
nterests of the Company becauuse, amongg other reaasons, it w
would

D

interferee with thee ongoing internal in
nvestigationn into Weeinstein’s cconduct. E
E.g.,
LLC Act
A § 18-305(c) (autthorizing a companny to withhhold documents w
where
5

Notably,
N
th
he same day
d
that Weinsteinn filed thiis Action, he serveed a
Demand
d for Arb
bitration on
o TWC and the B
Board at JAMS chhallengingg his
terminaation from the Compaany. See Harvey
H
Weeinstein v. The Weinsstein Comppany
Holding
gs LLC, et al., Demaand for Arb
bitration (JJAMS, Octt. 25, 20177). Indeedd, the
arbitratiion is the very actio
on that Weeinstein staated he woould bringg when he first
requesteed access to Comp
pany files.. Weinsttein will ssurely seeek these ssame
materials in conn
nection witth that arb
bitration annd may bee entitled tto them inn the
normal course of discovery. Weinsteein should not, howeever, be peermitted too use
this Acttion as an end-run around
a
the JAMS disscovery ruules. E.g., United Teechs.
Corp. v. Treppel, 109 A.3d 553,
5
559 (D
Del. 2014)).
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disclosure would not be in the best interests of the Company); LLC Agreement §
3.05 (allowing TWC to restrict access where the demand would “unreasonably
interfere with the operation and administration of the Company”). TWC would be
prejudiced it if were denied the opportunity to develop this record as a result of an
unnecessarily compressed schedule. E.g., Oliver Press Partners, LLC v. Decker,
2005 WL 3441364, at *1 (Del. Ch. Dec. 6, 2005).6
CONCLUSION

e

For the foregoing reasons, Defendant respectfully requests that the
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Court deny Weinstein’s Motion and instead set this matter for trial in three to four
months. The parties can meet and confer and then jointly submit to the Court an

D

ea

appropriate proposed scheduling order.

6

See also Shiva Stein v. The Bancorp Inc., C.A. No. 2017-0071-JRS (Del. Ch.
Feb. 2, 2017) (trial scheduled nearly six months after complaint was filed); Sukant
Jain vs. TeenSafe, Inc., C.A. No. 12494-VCS (Del. Ch. July 29, 2016) (trial
scheduled nearly three months after complaint was filed); David B. Cohen v.
Dental Recycling North America, C.A. No. 12214-VCS (Del. Ch. May 2, 2016)
(trial scheduled nearly four months after complaint was filed).
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ROSS ARONSTAM & MORITZ LLP

Of Counsel:
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Dated: November 1, 2017

Attorneys for Defendant The Weinstein
Company Holdings LLC

e

Evan R. Chesler
Karin A. DeMasi
Lauren R. Kennedy
CRAVATH, SWAINE
& MOORE LLP
825 Eighth Avenue
New York, New York 10019
(212) 474-1243

/s/ David E. Ross
David E. Ross (Bar No. 5228)
Roger S. Stronach (Bar. No. 6208)
100 S. West Street, Suite 400
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
(302) 576-1600
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, David E. Ross, hereby certify that on November 1, 2017, I caused true and
correct copies of the foregoing Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion to Expedite to be
served upon the following counsel of record via File & ServeXpress:
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Peter B. Ladig
Brett M. McCartney
Elizabeth A. Powers
500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500
P. O. Box 2306
Wilmington, DE 19899-2306
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/s/ David E. Ross
David E. Ross (Bar No. 5228)

